Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The required confinement time of protons in the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) (10-20 hours)1 makes it necessary to carefully study even small effects that can gradually dilute the luminosity of the collider over a long time. A possible physical mechanism which can influence the beam performance is related to different types of noise in the machine. These include ground motion causing random displacements of magnets, sound vibrations, and rf noise. These noises could excite betatron and synchrotron oscillations in the beams over an allowable level and result in the growth of the emittance of the beams.
A particular mechanism of beam degradation that we study in this paper is related to random beam displacements at the interaction points caused by noisy betatron oscillations of the bunches around the equilibrium orbits. We do not specify here the physical mechanism which drives these oscillations, but we do make some natural assumptions about statistical properties of the amplitudes of the oscillations. Due to nonlinearity of the beam-beam interaction, the random setoffs of the interacting beams result in a diffusion process that increases the radial extension of the beams and, hence, decreases the luminosity. The main purpose of this paper is to find constraints on the noise level (in terms of the beam offset at the interaction point) at which the effect of the luminosity degradation is not important for the SSC.
GENERAL CONSIDERATION
We consider a simple model in which two bunches are collided periodically at one interaction point. For the sake of simplicity we choose a one-dimensional model, assuming that the width of the bunch in the z-direction is much larger than its dimension in the x-direction, that is cx«a z . We will also neglect the influence of one beam upon the other (the weak-strong beam model), assuming that one of the colliding beams (a strong one) has a fixed distribution of particles over the betatron amplitudes and phases, and that this distribution function is not changing in time. However, the beam-beam interactions evolve the distribution function of the other beam, and the problem consists in describing its evolution.
Throughout this paper we will use dimensionless units normalizing the length on ax' momentum on
PaxlfJ '" (P is the particles' momentum, fJ '" is the value of the fJ function at the interaction point), and action on pailfJ "'.
The initial density profile no(x) of the bunch in the x-direction is assumed to be a Gaussian:
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where I is the bunch length and N B is the number of particles in the bunch per unit length in the z-direction. In Eq. (1) we assume a step-like density distribution in the bunch along its orbit.
To describe betatron oscillations, we use canonically conjugate action J and phase 4' variables. The phase 4' is chosen so that it is constant for the unperturbed (that is, neglecting the beam-beam interaction) betatron motion, 4' = const, so that in our dimensionless units, (2) where v is the betatron tune, and ep (8) The initial distribution of particles of the bunch in the action variable is given by a function F 0(J). One can easily check that the distribution function which corresponds to the given density profile, Eq. I x212 ~2J-x2
Because the density of the bunch differs from the initial one, the luminosity of the machine also changes.
Putting Eqs. (1) and (5) into Eq. (6) and performing the integration over x, one finds
where 10 is the modified Bessel function of the zeroth order.
(6)
Now, the problem is to find the perturbation of the distribution function l1F and to evaluate the integral (7). In the next three sections we compute l1F, assuming that it is small compared with F o , M «F o. With this assumption, we will be able to consider an initial stage of the degradation of the luminosity when l1L (being negative) linearly grows in time. Though not valid on a long time scale, this approach allows us to predict the strength of the effect and to qualitatively estimate its danger for a real machine.
AMPLITUDE AND PHASE CHANGE DUE TO MULTIPLE INTERACTIONS OF THE BUNCHES
A dimensionless potential energy Vm governing the interaction of the two colliding bunches with their centers displaced by a distance em in the x-direction is given by (see, for example, Reference 2):
where ~ is the conventional interaction parameter:
~ NB r pf3* -{2;;or (rp is the classical proton radius) and the function hex) is
The subscript m denotes the collision number. m = 1,2, ... , and we assume that the first interaction occurs at 8=0.
The effects under consideration are related to small. ~ « 1. random setoffs of the beams with respect to each other. For small ~, the function h(x-'rn ) can be expanded in a power series. Keeping only the first two tems in this series, we have
where the prime denotes derivative with respect to x. The first tem on the right side ofEq. (11) refers to the head-on interaction of the beams. For small C;, the main effect of this interaction is a non-linear tune shift. Llv, that can be included i!! v. For our purposes, the crucial one is the second tenn in Eq. (11), with the corresponding contribution V rn to the potential energy given by Jo Jo
A similar expression can be obtained for Li<I>M.
AVERAGING
To calculate how luminosity changes with time due to random off-set beam-beam interactions, we will need first to average the change LiJ M and the quadratic quantities We also define the auto-correlation function K(n):
This is an even function, K(n) = K(-n), and the setoff variance is simply ('m 2 ) = K(O).
Consider first «..1 J M )2).
The calculations perfonoed in Appendix A give: 00 00
n=-oo k=o
The argument of the modified Bessel functions in Eq. (24) is equal to.{) /2. The derivation of Eq. (24) is based on the assumption that M » 1 and v is not close to a rational number. Now we rewrite Eq. (24) in tenos of the noise spectral density S( (J)). To define S( (J)) , we consider' as a continuous random function of time, ,= eft), with a given auto-correlation function K(-r):
According to the spectral theory of random functions, the Fourier transfonoation of the auto-correlation function gives the spectral density S( (J)) : The two sets of frequencies ~ and ~ are determined by the following equations:
where the brackets denote the fractional part of a number.
(30)
The physical meaning of Eq. (28) is that it explicitly expresses the averaged square of ~ in terms of the spectral density of the noise. Note that only a discrete set of frequencies enters Eq. (28); these are equal to n multiplied by the distance between v (or its odd harmonic v(2k+ 1)) and the nearest integer. In the next section we will find the contributions of these harmonics to the luminosity dilution.
To finish this section, we calculate (.1J M ) . Averaging Eq. (21) with the use of Eq. (22) immediately yields (31)
We should emphasize here that this result is valid only in a linear approximation in the parameter ,. Taking into account second-order terms, generally speaking, gives a non-vanishing contribution to (.1 1M) . However, it is worth noting that in the next section, where we find a perturbation of the distribution function, only the first-order averaged value of .1 J M enters the result.
Finally, using the same approach as for calculation of «.1 JM)2) the averaging of (.1 1ML1ifJM) is performed in Appendix A. It turns out that (.1 JML1<I>M) = o.
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF THE BUNCH
In this section, we will find the perturbation of the distribution function in the bunch caused by multiple offset beam-beam interactions.
Let us denote by 1M and <PM the values of action and phase after M interactions with an oncoming bunch of a particle which initially had J o and ¢o : where L1 f~ is the second-order contribution to MM' As shown in Appendix B, for a Hamiltonian motion, the second-order term can be explicitly expressed through the first-order one: which is a simple manifestation of the phase volume conservation in the first order, and averaging Eq. (34) with account of (L1 ~L1tPM:) = 0 and (L1~) = 0, one finds a Fokker-Planck type equation for the averaged perturbation!1F = F-F 0 of the distribution function As we see, the largest coefficient in the series (40) is 0.0; for large k, ak rapidly fall down. The factor Ro corresponding to ao contains different harmonics of the noise spectrum. In a typical case, the noise spectrum is a decreasing function of ro, and the main contribution to ~ comes from the first term in Eq. (29): (42) where Liv is the distance from v to the nearest integer. Depending on the working tunes, the next term in Eq. (40) proportional to alR I may also be important because RI contains different harmonics of the noise.
DISCUSSION
To understand the role of the effects under study in the sse, let us estimate a tolerable setoff of the beams at the interaction point Note that according to Eqs. (25) and (26) 
